
 The flood

Educator:

These notes are here to help you in your planning and presentation of this
activity. They do not have to be copied for each learner.

Read to class:

Have you ever seen a play being acted on stage? Each actor has their own
part to say. The different parts being played are called the characters.
There is a scene or background setting which shows where the play is
happening.

You can make your own play of this story. The first part is written for you.
You need to write the rest of the play. You could use the story as a guide, or
you could make up a play with a completely different ending! This could be
funny or sad or happy ‐ you decide.

When you have finished writing your plays, divide into groups of 5. Each
group must choose one play to act out. You will need five people to be the
different characters. (If you don't have 5 people in your group, then adjust
the characters so that each person has a part to play.)

You will need to create a scene. This doesn't have to be a
stage ‐ you can simply clear a space at the front of your
classroom. Find some "stage props" to use: a cloth on the floor
could be the river; a chair could be the tree that the nest is in.
Practice your play before you perform it in front of an
audience. Remember to speak slowly and clearly, and to use
lots of facial expression. Use your arms and legs and body
movements to show what is happening in the story.



Name

Date

CHARACTERS: Weaver Bird, Turtle, Crocodile, Otter, Weather Person.

SCENE: Weaver Bird is sitting on her nest in a tree overhanging the river.
Turtle, Crocodile and Otter are playing in the river. The Weather Person is
standing nearby.

Turtle comes to the edge of the river to speak to Weaver Bird.

TURTLE (wagging finger and speaking firmly): That is not a good nest. It is too near
to the water. It will get washed away if the river floods.

WEAVER BIRD (hands on hips, disagreeing): I think it's a very good nest!

CROCODILE (swimming up to speak to Weaver Bird): Your nest is too near to the
water. Look at the dark clouds. It will rain soon and the river will flood.

WEAVER BIRD (smiling happily): My nest is far away from the water. It will be safe
and dry.

Weaver Bird lays two little eggs and goes to sleep. (Use hands to show going to sleep.)
Turtle and Crocodile look at each other and shake their heads.

WEATHER PERSON (acting out wind blowing by blowing with mouth and moving hands;
rain dropping using hands etc.): The wind began to blow and the sky became
darker. Big raindrops fell on Weaver Bird's nest. But she was fast asleep, warm
and dry inside.

It rained for days and days. Thunder crashed and lightning flashed (clapping,
jumping and moving arms to act out lightning and thunder). The river got so full that
it washed Weaver Bird's nest right off the branch. The nest floated down the
river.

The flood



WEAVER BIRD (wakes up and looks shocked, hands over mouth): Oh no! My nest is 

OTTER (swimming past the nest as it floats down the river): Wake up Weaver Bird!
Your nest is being washed away!
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